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Adaptxt Cloud Sync Service to Seamlessly Bridge Multi-Device Text Input
Gap

Adaptxt Cloud Sync Service is now available.

Glasgow, UK (PRWEB UK) 27 February 2012 -- KeyPoint Technologies (KPT) announces the release of its
Adaptxt Cloud Sync Service that enables users of its Adaptxt text input solution to enjoy a consistent and
seamless text input experience across multiple devices.

While consumers embrace smartphones, tablets and other connected devices, the information about their
writing styles and text input habits, that is generally considered by input solutions when offering word
predictions and error corrections, is not being shared across the devices. This is resulting in an inconsistent user
experience across devices and presenting an ‘input gap’ between users’ expectations and the capabilities of
their devices.

In order to bridge this gap, KPT has developed its Adaptxt Cloud Sync Service that seamlessly synchronizes
information about a user’s writing styles and text input habits across multiple devices that have Adaptxt
installed. With this service enabled, consumers would save significant time and effort by skipping the repetitive
process of teaching each of their devices about their digital vocabulary and how they use different words.

Adaptxt Cloud Sync Service is now available exclusively for OEMs to adopt on their devices.

Adaptxt Cloud Sync Demonstration: Please visit us at our stand at MWC in Barcelona, Scottish Development
International Scotland Pavilion – 1E68 for a live demonstration.

More about Adaptxt

KPT has developed Adaptxt by combining principles of linguistics and artificial intelligence. Adaptxt
understands the context in which users are writing something on their devices and assists them with highly
relevant word suggestions and error corrections. It continuously learns and adapts to each user’s writing style
and text input habits with use. Adaptxt boasts extensive language coverage, with over 50+ language
dictionaries, including major Western, Middle Eastern, South East Asian and Indian languages. It also offers
over 30+ industry-specific dictionaries capable of providing word suggestions on Finance, Medicine, IT, Legal
and Business domains in several languages.

About Key Point Technologies

KeyPoint Technologies (KPT) is a pioneer in text input technology for mobile devices, passionate about
combining linguistics and computing technologies to deliver new experiences for consumers. KPT enables
OEMs, operators and developers to increase quality and effectiveness of their text input engine, predictions,
error corrections and input interfaces across a wide range of platforms and connected devices, while lowering
the cost of doing so. KPT is a true innovator that has always believed in Technology for the Community, by the
Community and has founded OpenAdaptxt ™, the first open source text input platform, in May 2011.
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Contact Information
Sashi Kanth Turaga
Keypoint Technologies (UK) Limited
http://www.adaptxt.com
+91 40 4033 7000 7006

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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